
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
‘After quite some speculation and uncertainty, Art Basel turned out to be a remarkable 
success. Collectors from all corners of Europe and Asia showed up hungry and with an 
appetite to buy art! We were particularly thrilled with the interest in our contemporary program 
— our sales highlights included many artists who joined us this past year and whom we 
presented at Art Basel for the first time.’ 
Marc Glimcher, CEO, Pace Gallery (New York, London, Hong Kong, Palo Alto, Seoul, 
Geneva, East Hampton, Palm Beach) 
 
‘It’s astonishing and amazing that the success of this edition lives mainly from European 
collectors and that Europe alone can carry such an important art fair like this.’ 
Thaddaeus Ropac, owner of Thaddaeus Ropac (London, Paris, Salzburg)  
 
‘The preparation for this year’s Art Basel happened under unusual circumstances. 
Regardless, many collectors and curators travelled to the fair. There’s a strong interest to see 
works in real life again and to have extensive in-person conversations. The fair has been a 
great success and we were able to place important works by Jenny Holzer, Andreas 
Gursky, Anne Imhof, Barbara Kruger and Rosemarie Trockel amongst others early on. It is 
really good to be back!’ 
Monika Sprüth and Philomene Magers, Co-owners, Sprüth Magers (Berlin, London, Los 
Angeles) 
 
‘At Art Basel in Basel we finally rediscovered the pleasure of experiencing art in real life and 
not through the mediation of a screen; also, we could finally go back to have a direct 
relationship with people. Nothing feels better than this. The fair was very successful for the 
gallery, and we look forward to the much-anticipated acceleration of the market for this 
season.’ 
Massimo De Carlo, Founder, Massimo De Carlo (Hong Kong, Paris, Milan, London) 
 
‘As soon as the doors opened, we all immediately felt that the fair would work. There was a 
great energy and mood. There is nothing like physical encounters. We have decided to opt 
out of the solidarity fund.’  
Saskia Draxler, Co-Owner, Galerie Nagel Draxler (Berlin, Cologne, Munich) 
 
‘We are extremely honored to be able to place a major work in the collection of the Centre 
Pompidou in Paris. We experienced good attention and profound discourse with the project 
we showed. Nothing can substitute the in-person discourse.’ 
René Schmitt, Founder, René Schmitt (Westoverledingen) 
 
‘We had such a good Tuesday it was the first time I’ve been able to come to the fair so 
relaxed on Wednesday morning. Sales have been very very good, and what is exciting is that 
we sold works by almost all the artists on the booth. We sold to collectors mostly from Europe 
but also some Americans.’ 
Stefan von Bartha, Director, von Bartha Gallery (Basel, S-chanf)  
 
‘We were happy to share a booth with Madragoa gallery from Lisbon, with whom we share 
representation of Joanna Piotrowska. It was our first time presenting at the fair in this way. 
Being able to have a physical presence at the fair for the collectors in town for Basel, whilst 
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also showcasing our young artists in the OVR worked very well. The digital walkthrough of the 
OVR enabled us to connect with new collectors from Asia and other parts of the world who 
could discover the gallery’s artists for the first time. At the physical fair we placed 6 large 
paintings by one of our emerging artists, Louisa Gagliardi, in notable collections, while we 
also sold 3 of her works via the OVR.’ 
Magdalena Kobus, Director, Galeria Dawid Radziszewski (Warsaw) 
 
‘Art Basel is back in full force. Collectors at the fair have renewed energy to be back with art 
of incredible calibre, such as the works by Philip Guston and David Smith, and this year we've 
had even greater interest from those in touch from afar. We've also seen great demand in our 
artists from international institutions and foundations.’   
Iwan Wirth, President and Co-Founder, Hauser & Wirth (Hong Kong, London, Los 
Angeles, New York, Somerset, St. Moritz, Zurich, Gstaad, Menorca, Southhampton) 
 
‘This year’s Art Basel brought out the best in everyone. Galleries, artists and collectors all 
came together with great enthusiasm and energy. Above all the fair organizers deserve 
enormous congratulations for providing an event that felt grounded and right amid so much 
uncertainty. We were so glad to be here.’ 
Valerie Carberry, Partner and Principal, Gray (Chicago, New York) 
 
‘Art Basel Switzerland 2021 was a great success. Just a few weeks ago the art world seemed 
unsure about the turnout of the fair and it is evident that collectors showed up and were 
excited to buy great art.’ 
Helly Nahmad, Owner, Helly Nahmad Gallery (New York) 
 
‘Art Basel 2021 was like a long-awaited film release, the premiere of which was postponed—
there was suspense and anticipation prior to the preview. Collectors returned to the show in a 
confident mood, sales were strong, and we look forward to meeting once again at Art Basel 
Miami Beach in December.’ 
Almine Rech-Picasso, Founder, Almine Rech (Brussels, Shanghai, Paris, London, New 
York, Aspen) 
 
‘We were happy to be back in Basel and glad to see so many old friends after months of 
travel restrictions. While, not surprisingly, business was not at the same level as 2019, it 
certainly did exceed our expectations, and I think I speak for many when I say we were 
pleasantly surprised. This bodes well for Art Basel Miami Beach in December.’ 
David Zwirner, Owner, David Zwirner (New York, London, Paris, Hong Kong) 
 
‘It was wonderful to be back at Art Basel this year, after almost 2 years without participating in 
any physical fairs in Europe or the U.S. It’s difficult to replace the experience of seeing our 
clients, curators, and colleagues in this special context, and we were very pleased with the 
positive reception of our booth across the board. Sales were swift and strong for a wide 
selection of our artists, and we’re so thrilled with what the entire Art Basel team was able to 
pull off this year and look forward to seeing everyone again soon in Miami Beach.’ 
Max Falkenstein, Senior Partner, Gladstone Gallery (New York, Brussels) 
 
‘We nearly sold out the booth on Day 1. The pace is civilized, and the crowd is serious and 
educated. Importantly, the Europeans are back and buying! And this includes institutions too. 
We’ve re-engaged with clients from more than 10 years ago. We placed three historic pieces 
by Heidi Bucher on the first day. It affirms her historical significance and speaks to the quality 
of attendance here at the fair.’ 
David Maupin, Co-Founder, Lehmann Maupin (New York, London, Seoul, Hong Kong) 
 
‘In one of our most successful fairs to date we sold over thirty works to private and 
institutional collectors from Europe, Asia and the U.S. Whilst there were noticeably fewer 
Asian and American collectors the engaged audience was ready to see art again in the flesh 
and poised to make quick decisions.’ 
Stephen Friedman, Stephen Friedman Gallery (London) 
 
 



 
 

‘I’m delighted with the reception of my one man show with Lucio Fontana. We have sold to 
American and European collections and had museum requests to borrow pieces. I’ve had a 
lot of wonderful feedback about my Alighiero Boetti installation at Unlimited and am very 
much looking forward to the next edition in June as well as Miami Beach in December.’  
Ben Brown, Owner, Ben Brown Fine Arts (Hong Kong, London, Palm Beach)  
 
‘We have sold new paintings by Katherine Bradford and Katherine Bernhardt to important 
American foundations, a painting by Matt Connors to a trustee of a major European museum, 
and works by other gallery artists including Marc Hundley, Xylor Jane, and Rachel Eulena 
Williams to good American and European collectors alike. Attendance is understandably 
lower but the energy has been high and we've been happy to reconnect with European clients 
whom we haven't seen for a year and a half.  Despite the trying circumstances, the fair has 
been run in seamless Swiss tradition. Glad to be back in Basel!’ 
Phil Grauer, Partner, Canada (New York) 
 
‘Flying from Johannesburg after two years of strict lockdown, I was overwhelmed by the 
collegiate welcome and the opportunity to connect with our long-standing friends in Europe. 
We were thrilled with sales made to important European collections at across all levels.’ 
Liza Essers, Owner and Director, Goodman Gallery (Johannesburg, Cape Town, 
London) 
 
‘We were thrilled to finally be able to bring our presentation of a rare selection of early 
conceptual works by Liliana Porter to Basel at last. It’s been especially gratifying to reconnect 
with clients and colleagues. Art Basel did an amazing job of organizing all of the COVID-
related protocols to make our experience coming from the U.S. as convenient and easy as 
possible, while also creating an environment at the fair that feels extremely safe and 
comfortable.’ 
Dianne Dec, Partner & COO, Hosfelt Gallery (San Francisco) 
 
‘Less is always more: we wanted to make a statement for our first entry to Art Basel Basel 
and brought only one, very minimal, artwork. Taking such a risk could only be worth a fair like 
Art Basel, and it was worth it as out project got a phenomenal international reception.  
The fair-y tale continues thanks to Art Basel!’ 
Jérôme Poggi, Director and Founder, Galerie Jérôme Poggi (Paris) 
 
‘We had a great experience at Art Basel in Basel and our booth received an enthusiastic 
reception. We sold nearly everything in the booth. After two years of preparing for this show, 
we are happy with the outcome and look forward to the next chapter.’ 
Sam Lipp, Director, Queer Thoughts (New York) 
 
‘It's an honor to bring this solo presentation of formative charcoal works by Lee Krasner to Art 
Basel, where the level of enthusiasm and connoisseurship of the collectors is unmatched. In 
our many conversations, we've found that people have traveled widely from both Europe and 
internationally to attend, and we've been thrilled to reconnect with our friends and peers in the 
region, many of whom we haven't seen in several years. Despite the inevitable challenges, 
Art Basel's organization of the fair has been amazing.’ 
Nick Olney, Managing Director, Kasmin (New York) 
 
‘Although several clients and friends from the US and UK were unable to travel, there was a 
silver lining. We had more time to meet and reconnect with European collectors and to 
introduce them to our program in greater depth. Lyle Ashton Harris’s monumental tarp 
painting at Unlimited sold to a European museum and we were able to spend time with 
museum groups and curators at Matthew Angelo Harrison‘s exhibition at Kunsthalle Basel.’ 
Alissa Friedman, Partner, Salon 94 (New York) 
 
‘We are delighted to be back at Art Basel and to have experienced such a strong response to 
our artists’ work. We placed major paintings by Kerry James Marshall, Barkley L. Hendricks, 
and Meleko Mokgosi, among many others, with top collectors from around the world. Basel 
has once again proven why it’s the world’s leading fair, and their team went above and 
beyond to ensure we felt safe and to encourage international collectors to attend. The buzz 



 
 

and excitement were palpable, but we also had the chance to engage in deep and meaningful 
conversations with new collectors, and that was really very special to us.’ 
Tamsen Greene, Senior Director, Jack Shainman Gallery (New York) 
 
‘It’s been a very successful fair. We sold an important Kounellis work to a collection in Asia on 
the first day. There are collectors from Asia coming and buying, as well as European 
collectors.’  
Niccolò Sprovieri, Owner, Sprovieri (London)  
 
‘Sales surpassed expectations, but more than anything this week has been about people. It 
felt like an epic reunion and affirmed that Art Basel is more than just a fair, it is a family.’ 
Joost Bosland, Director, Stevenson (Amsterdam, Cape Town, Johannesburg,) 
 
‘Having to present a booth remotely necessitates being inventive in how we would usually 
operate at a fair. While we are unfortunately not at Basel in person, STPI is nevertheless glad 
to present our artworks to a live audience, and to collaborate with our trusted booth assistants 
in maintaining our presence. This is supported by the OVR component which allows us to 
reach a wider audience outside of Basel, as well as how present technologies provide the 
great opportunity to connect with the art world on the occasion of the fair, in spite of the 
geographical distance.’ 
Rita Targui, Director, STPI (Singapore) 
 
‘We are excited to be participating in Art Basel for the first time, to be expanding our network 
and working alongside so many great galleries in the Statements section and beyond. We’re 
showing a solo presentation of new brass sculptures by Caroline Mesquita and are pleased to 
have placed the majority of the works on the opening day all to new collectors.’ 
Grace Schofield, Co-Owner, Union Pacific (London) 


